The exact formula for the Hausdorff dimension of the graph of a continuous self-affine function is obtained. The Hausdorff dimension of some class of Borel probability measures is computed. The Hausdorff measures corresponding to the functions tpc(t) = tHD(&aPh(r>) exp^i/log 1/i log log log 1/0 are studied.
Introduction
In the paper [Kl] N. Kôno has introduced the notion of self-affine functions and in [K2] he has characterized the class of continuous self-affine functions /: [0,1] -> [0,1] for which /(0) = 0 and f(\) = 1 . The paper [K2] contains also an efficient criterion for the probability distribution of / (treated as a random variable on the probability space [0,1] equipped with the Lebesgue measure) to be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure. In [U] we have found an easy method to compute measure with respect to which the probability distribution is always absolutely continuous. As an immediate consequence of this result we have obtained Kôno's criterion. We have also shown that Kôno's condition is fulfilled if and only if the capacity (box dimension) of the graph of / is equal to its Hausdorff dimension. In the present paper we improve on our study of fractal properties of the graph of /. Using McMullen's method (see [M] ) we compute the Hausdorff dimension (see Theorem 2.4) of same class of measures on the graph of / and, as the main result, we find the exact formula for the Hausdorff dimension of this graph.
Since the capacity of the graph of / is almost obviously equal to 2 -H (H > 0 is the parameter of / described at the beginning of §1), Corollary 2.6 says exactly that Kôno's condition is fulfilled if and only if the capacity of the graph of / is equal to its Hausdorff dimension. As we have already mentioned before, another proof of this fact has been given in [U] . In the last section of the paper we give some contribution (in our setting) to McMullen's question about the Hausdorff measures of general Sierpiñski carpets. We would like to note that our consideration in this section refers as well to this case.
Preliminaries
In this section following [K2] and [U] we collect the basic facts and definitions referring to continuous self-affine functions. We also discuss the notions of general Hausdorff measures and Hausdorff dimension.
We say that /: [0,1] -► R is a self-affine function of the scale parameter // > 0 to the integer base r > 4 if and only if the following condition is satisfied:
For every n > 1, every 0 < k < rn -1 and every 0 < h < r~" we have f(kr~" + A) -f(kr~n) = Tkr_n ■ r-"nf(rnh),
where Tkr_" equals 1 or -1.
It is easy to see that a bounded self-affine function is continuous if and only if the above condition is fulfilled for any 0 < h < r~" . We write / for [0, 1] . From now on through the whole paper we will always assume that /:/-»R is a continuous self-affine function satisfying f(0) -0, /( 1 ) = 1 and /(/) = /. Note that these assumptions immediately imply that \ = mr~ where m = £fc=0 Tkr_¡ g {2, ... ,r). In particular r = m > 2 is an integer and H = logr m < 1 .
For any vector V = [*] we put \V\ = x + y . For u = £°1, ujT J e / (if u is r -adic rational we always assume that « = 0 for j large enough) let qj(u) = Card{0 < k < r -1 : there is t G [kr~J, (k + \)r~J) such that f{t) = u and f(kr'J) > f((k + l)r~j)}. and q~(u) = Card{0 < k < r -1: there is t G (kr~J, (k + l)r~J] such that f{t) = u and f(kr~]) > f((k + l)r~J)}.
Note that qj(u), q~(u) depend only on m, , ... ,«■ and denote qx(u) and qx(u) respectively by q+(ux) and q~(ux). For any 0 < k < r -I , u e I and j > 1 we set
where k = r -1 -k . Note that 1 -u = £°î, u,r J and it can be easily computed (see [U, (2.9 
By Gr(/) = {it, fit)): tel} we denote the graph of /. Now let us pass to general Hausdorff measures. Let (X ,p) be a compact metric space. Let 3 § be a family of subsets of X such that \}âê = X and inf{diam (5) In order to assure that H (A) is an interesting notion further restrictions on 3S , d and <p are needed. For a discussion of this problem the reader is referred to the books [F] and [R] by Falconer and Rogers respectively. Here we mention only that usually in the literature â § is the family of all subsets of X and d is the diameter function.
If 3ê is the family of all subsets of X, d is the diameter of sets and <p(t) = t" then instead of Ht"(A) we write the shorter Ha(A). Ha(A) is known as the Q-dimensional Hausdorff measure of A . The Hausdorff dimension of A is 
Proofs of main results
In this section we prove the formula for Hausdorff dimension of Gr(/) and for some particular measures defined on Gr(/). For any integer n > 1 let n n _, . n T(n) -{mr :0<m<r -1},
De respectively the set of r-adic and r -adic rational numbers. We also put G = U~i Gin). For ; G Tin), n > 1 let
Of course {Rn(t)}ieT{n} is a cover of Gr(/) with mutually disjoint interiors.
Given an integer k > 1 we set / = E(Hk)-the integer part of Hk. If We shall give an easy proof of the following:
Proposition 2.1. There exists a unique probability Borel measure pp on Gr(f) such that for every n > 1 and every t g T(n) we have Proof. As {Rn(t)ieT(n)}'n>=x *s an mcreasmg sequence of partitions whose diameters tend to 0 and CÇ=x U/erín)-^') = Gr(/) » there exists at most one measure that satisfies (2.2) and to prove the existence we only need to check that r-X Y,r*p(R"+l(t + Jr~{n+l)=Pp(Rn(t)). M(uk) n. Prisât,?)) = \qk_f (£~, w/+/""y)
In both cases we however by (2.2) obtain (2.3) pp(Sk(t,u)) + pp(Sk(t,u)) M(uk) And now we can easily prove the following: Lemma 2.3. For pp almost every z G Gr(/) rH -X / \ Bm ¿ log(^(Sfc(z)) + pP(Sk(z)) = X p. log (^t^TtJ ■ Proof. As the functions w = £°îi w r~ J -► wn , «=1,2,..., are independent, identically distributed random variables with respect to the measure v, we can find by the Kolmogorov's strong law of large numbers a measurable set Eel such that v(E) = 1 and for every u e E we have (2.4)
. n r"-X . n r"-X Hm Z Xl0S¿V = XI Pil°ZPi> lim -X^S^K) = X PilOgMU).
Since ^ is atomless and U is countable u(E\U) = 1. Therefore by Lemma 2.2, 7itpp(E\U) = 1 which means that pp(Gr(f) n ;r'(£\£/)) = 1 . Now as Gr(/) n n~\l\U) = Gr(f)\G and / = E(Hk), we deduce from (2.3) and Proof. Let W -£ =0 />,-1°8( ättjj ) • F'x £ > 0 and an integer n > 1 . By Lemma 2.3 and Jegorov's theorem there exists a compact set Fin) c Gr(/) (which depends also on e) and an integer kin,e) > 1 such that (2.5) ppiFin))>\-X-, (2.6) Fin)i)G = 0, (2.7) W -e < T \ogippiSkiz)) + pPiSkiz))) <W + s 1 k for every k>kin,e) and zeFin). Take now any k > k(n,e) and let 31 k = {Skiz): z e Fin)}, !%k = {S}Se# . Then \\¿%k 3 F(n) and in fact Mk consists of a finite number of rectangles with mutually disjoint interiors. By the definition ¿Mk consists of the same number of rectangles which by (2.0) have also mutually disjoint interiors. Hence by (2.7) e{s){-rV+e)/HX0êr= £ ^-kH){-W+eVHX0%r ^ ^ ÍPPÍS) + Pp(S)) s€3lk^( u^)+^(u^)^2-So, letting k -y oo we get H{_w+i),HXo%riFin)) < 2 and therefore HDiFin)) < i-W + e)/Hlogr. Hence ^(U", *"(")) = 1 and HDHJ^Fin)) < i-W+e)/ Hlogr. Letting e \ 0 we therefore get HD(pp) < -W ¡Hlogr. Now let X e Gr(f) be any Borel subset of Gr(/) such that pPiX) = 1. Take k > /c(2,e) (e is again fixed) and consider J£ c 3$ a cover of X such that eiS) < r~Hk for every S e J? . Let JIT = {S e Jt: S n F (2) As by (2.10) we have \J3?{k) D Gr(f)\G, letting n -» oo we get #5+£(Gr(/)\.F) < 2. Hence HD(Gr(f)\G) < 8 + e for every e > 0. Thus HD(Gr(f)\G) < 3 and since G is countable HD(Gr(f)) < 3 . The theorem is Corollary 2.6. HD(Gr(f)) = 2-H if and only if \q(j)\ + \q(])\ = 2rl~H for every j = 0, 1 , ... , r" -1 .
Additional results
We begin this section with the following Lemma 3.1. // {Xn}°^=x is a sequence of uniformly bounded identically distributed independent random variables with positive variance o , then for every 0 < a < 1 we have almost surely M.URBANSKI Taking c = 0 we get immediately the following:
Corollary 3.3. The measure pa is singular with respect to H& .
This exactly says that we can find a Borel set X e Gr(/) such that pa(X) -1 and HS(X) = 0 and therefore it can be treated as a contribution to McMullen's question (posed in [M] in the context of general Sierpiñski carpets) of whether H6(qr(t)) ^ 0. It suggests rather that one should expect Hs(Gr(f)) = 0 (unless I _ IT £J M(j) = r for every j = 0,1, ... ,r -1). However the problem is still open.
